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By Norris Lee Roberts Jr

Xulon Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 114 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x
0.4in.Mama Is Still Here! Is a true story of an educated and accomplished African-American woman
who was raised in the state of Mississippi between the 1940s and 1960s. Daisy: a wife, mother, and
everyones favorite sister, aunt, and friend, is admired for her swagger and confidence. But she finds
her life spiraling out of control because of impaired memory lapses due to Alzheimers disease. The
devastating diagnosis crushed Daisy and her husbands world, and the world of their adult children.
Initially, the way each family member connected to her was at some level of denial andor anger.
The author, Daisys son, shares their story and his personal grief. The author also shares his
observations and the memory of his mother before and after Alzheimers diagnosis. The scriptures
and prayers at the end of the chapters are a very nice touch, and the epigraphs are very successful
at conveying the tone of each chapter. Dr. Norris Lee Roberts Jr. lives in Saint Peters, MO with his
beautiful wife, elderly father-in-law, a jealous dog, boomerang kids, a feisty granddaughter, and a
very ugly student loan debt. This item...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is straightforward in go through preferable to recognize. It typically does not charge too much. Its been designed in an exceptionally
straightforward way and it is just following i finished reading this book where basically altered me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Dr. Reta Murphy-- Dr. Reta Murphy

It becomes an amazing pdf which i actually have at any time read through. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a worthy of reading
through. You wont sense monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Claud Kris-- Claud Kris
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